The Quest for a Female Arousal Drug Effectively Ends with the
Discovery of Auditory PheromonesTM - the Drug-Free Solution
That’s Easy to Get and Good for Your Health.
Extatica Inc. Releases Music for Lovemaking Infused with Auditory Pheromones™ –
The New “Easy Button” for Better Sex Anyone Can Use.

MILL VALLEY, CA, December 4, 2013 – Female sexual arousal is complex, much
more complex than men’s, which is why the pharmaceutical industry has thus far not
produced a safe drug that increases arousal and libido for women.
Extatica Inc. announces an outside-the-box solution: special music for lovemaking
infused with Auditory Pheromones™. Now, jump-starting ones sex life can be as easy
as pressing the “play” button. Lovers simply pop the music into their player, press
“play,” and the special music works its magic. It’s called Love Unbound, available in
CD or digital form at MusicForBetterSex.com.
“People want soulful connection with spine-tingling sex,” says Ellen Eatough, MA,
“The Soulful Sex Coach” and founder of Extatica Inc. “The problem is most couples
don't have the time, energy or know-how to make it happen.”
A double-blind placebo-control study of the effects of this Auditory Pheromones™
music is underway. In the meantime, over 600 customers have used the music
during pre-launch phases. Typical benefits reported include:
• Heightened libido and arousal rates
• Increased passion and sexual response
• Easier orgasms and multiple orgasms for women
• Less inhibition, resulting in greater spontaneity
• Deeper emotional intimacy
• Better communication about sexual needs and desires
• An experience of spiritual union
“We initially produced Love Unbound to help lovers get in the mood, enhance
intimacy and heighten pleasure,” Eatough says. “We had no idea the Auditory
Pheromones™ we infused into the music would stimulate so many additional
benefits.”
Breaks Up Self-Limiting Patterns While Stimulating Better Sex
Exactly how the music facilitates easier orgasms for women is not understood, but
Eatough has a theory related to one property of the Auditory Pheromones™, which is
to release self-limiting patterns.
“We all develop patterns, or habits, to get through everyday life,” she says. “But
unconscious habits of emotional interaction, or the sequence of muscles we contract
as we approach orgasm, can limit our range of potential response. When limiting
patterns dissolve, exciting realms of possibility open up.”
Many people, both single and partnered, report that they listen to the “Everyday Use”
version of Love Unbound while working on the computer, doing yoga at home or
commuting in their cars for these cumulative benefits.

Not Just for Couples
Singles also purchase Love Unbound with Auditory Pheromones™ to revitalize their
sensuality and break up patterns they feel have prevented them from attracting a
soul mate.
Ashley (name changed by request), from Winnipeg, wrote in saying for years she
had failed to attract a boyfriend. After three weeks of listening to Love Unbound
while commuting, men were approaching her for the first time in her life. And soon
she was in happily in a relationship with “one wonderful 47-year-od man.”
For more information or to purchase Auditory Pheromones™, visit
MusicForBetterSex.com.
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